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History

“The interests and needs of its customers are 

ALBIXON’s top priority. The values we promote 

are professionalism, stability, responsibility and 

credibility. As a standard we provide products and 

services of the highest quality. It is our goal to turn 

our European leadership in the pool enclosure 

market into global leadership,” says Jaroslav 

Smetana, Chairman of the Board of Directors.

Ing. Jaroslav Smetana
Chairman of the Board

Libor Smetana
Vice-Chairman of the Board

The story of ALBIXON began unfolding as a business initiative of its founders in 1985. After 

the Velvet Revolution in 1989, the Smetana brothers started manufacturing some of the first 

swimming pools in Czechoslovakia in their parents garage. It was a time when everyone 

desired some degree of luxury and a swimming pool was, and still is, for many of us a dream 

come true. Demand for high-quality ALBISTONE® swimming pools and the services that go 

with them has been steadily increasing and, because of its good reputation in the market, the 

company has grown dynamically. Today ALBIXON is the No. 1 swimming pool specialist in the 

Czech Republic. At the same time it is the biggest manufacturer of pool enclosures in Europe 

and is working on expanding its operations to other continents.

1996 1999 2006 2011 2014 2016

1997 2004 2007 2012 2015

Albion company

was founded

Pool enclosures 

production began

ALBION Group s.r.o. 

was founded
BRILIX® division 

expansion

Company name 

changed 

to ALBIXON a.s.

New markets: 

Canada, Panama

Launching the new 

generation of G2 swimming 

pools on the market

Powder coating plant
IDEALCOVER division 

expansion

The largest manufacturer 

of pools and enclosures 

in Europe

New markets:

USA and Australia

Launching the new 

SKYTRIUM on the Czech 

and foreign markets

1989

/ History History /
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Certification

We are aware that every square metre of your 

land or house that you plan to turn into your 

future pool with an enclosure or without, 

relaxing whirlpool bath, or elegant SKYTRIUM, 

has a high value. We also know that the quality 

of the designated products must conform 

to the value of all the preparatory and 

finishing building work. We want you to be 

the most demanding in choosing the suitable 

suppliers and we always try to be your first 

choice. We have all the essential elements, 

but also the bonus certificates that make us 

real experts in the market. We strive to be 

guarantors of quality. Our products feature 

high precision and perfect performance. Their 

superior quality is confirmed by a number 

of internationally recognized professional 

certificates such as e.g. Quadal, Qualideco, 

Qualicoat or LNE. We are constantly 

improving our services and overall access 

to the customer and intensively focusing on 

expanding certification in terms of safety.

Safety Certification NSF

We are the first company in the world whose 

pool enclosures have gained the international  

NSF safety certification. The American 

independent certification authority NSF 

International, evaluates the functionality of 

products, their safety and impact on health, 

defines the standards for health sanitation, 

materials testing and awards certificates with 

the aim of protecting consumers and the 

environment. This newly acquired certification 

covers all kinds of enclosures in the ALBIXON 

portfolio which have been approved because 

of their safety features.
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Where the enclosed terrace 
ends, SKYTRIUM begins

Now is your chance to create a unique, year-round liveable outdoor 

space for leisure, relaxing and catching up with family or friends, and all 

this regardless of the inclement weather. In collaboration with leading 

architects and designers we present SKYTRIUM – a modern construction 

that will satisfy your most demanding needs with its shape, colour and 

functionality.

SKYTRIUM fulfils the vision of the ideal covered outdoor seating due to 

several advantages and strengths. The lightweight design offers a very 

simple way how to build a covered patio or create an outdoor relaxation 

area with a whirlpool or sauna on a retaining wall of the house.

It is popular and enjoyed for a wide variability of use. The unique sliding 

modules enable you to open and to close the space as you desire. Leave 

your SKYTRIUM fully open during sunbathing, partially close it when the 

sound of summer rain can be heard outside or completely close it and 

enjoy its warmth on winter evenings.

In addition, you can also accessorize the SKYTRIUM with special hanging 

shades made of material with a special UV protection, which you will 

especially welcome during the hot days of the summer months. 

The shades remain in place during the movement of the modules, thus 

forming a full awning for a pleasant stay in the shade.

/ SKYTRIUM
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7 reasons why you
will love SKYTRIUM

You can finally enjoy your terrace all 

year round regardless of the weather

Appreciate the choice of a wide 

range of colours and décors

It provides effective protection 

to your garden furniture 

Allow your pets to have their own 

entrance (on request) 

You will enjoy the simplicity and 

convenience of maintenance-free 

operation 

Succeed with your demands for 

atypical solutions for homes, 

restaurants or hotels

You get a choice between panels 

made of polycarbonate or safety glass

1.

5.

2.

6.

3.

7.

4.

/ SKYTRIUM
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We do not compromise 
in development and 
manufacturing

SKYTRIUM must satisfy many requirements. It 

must be firm, but at the same time light to allow 

easy handling. It must withstand the vagaries of 

the weather, temperature changes and constant 

humidity without any affect to its properties. There 

is no room for compromises. First-class materials 

must be united with perfect craftsmanship and 

surface finish. We bear all this in mind during 

development and production. As well as something 

extra - your maximum comfort and safety.

The supporting structure is made of special profiles of aluminium, 

magnesium and silicon alloy and therefore the material is characterized by 

high strength. The manufacturing procedures are digitally controlled and 

the individual components are protected by patents. Every detail has been 

designed with an emphasis on maximum reliability and durability. Thanks 

to this our SKYTRIUMS are able to withstand even the toughest conditions 

and to flawlessly fulfil their function for many years.
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SKYTRIUM

Art
Minimalistic and modern, glass as a roofing material is characterised by 

exquisite taste. To enclose a terrace and not to disturb the appearance 

of the house or garden, this is called Art. The glass SKYTRIUM Art can do 

exactly this - it just needs one retaining wall.

Benefits

   Designed terrace enclosures with sliding glass sheets of high quality and 

strong 10 mm safety glass

   The roof is made of a 25 mm maintenance-free twin wall polycarbonate

   Only one retaining wall is needed for the structure

   Easy to clean and highly scratch resistant

   Wide range of structure finishes, adapted to the colour of the facade 

or house window frames

   Standardized options that represent financially effetive solutions

   Possibility of practical shading, on request

/ SKYTRIUM

Basic parameters
width from 100 to 550 cm
height from 240 to 285 cm
length unlimited

Colour finish

Custom colour on request

max.

min.

Art and you ...

Even if it is dark or has begun to rain, don’t go home yet. The 

sophisticated design of this SKYTRIUM blends in perfectly with your 

interior and garden and so you find yourself between two worlds.

Did you know that…

The elegant curves of this 

model unobtrusively merge 

with your house and garden 

and you can relax in any 

weather. 
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SKYTRIUM

Mia
A universal appearance and structural design means that these SKYTRIUMS 

can literally fit in everywhere. Whether it becomes part of the garden of a 

classical family house or architects include it as a homogeneous part of 

a modern new building, it blends in naturally and well everywhere. Three 

standardized dimensions and the possibility of custom made production 

to satisfy the imagination of every customer, including yours. The unique 

assembly guarantees simple installation, which is just another welcome bonus.

Benefits

   A structure of reinforced aluminium profiles

   Wide range of structure finishes, adapted to the colour of the facade or 

house window frames

   Clear polycarbonate roofing with UV protection, offer of several colours

   Possibility of 6 mm safety glass

   Fixed front and back panels

   Possibility of placing a sliding door with no doorsill in the front panel of 

the enclosure according to the wishes and needs of the customer

   Side entrance in any module

   Possibility of practical shading, on request

   Walkable Air rails on the floor, possibility of embedding them in the floor

   Standardized options that represent financially effective solutions

Mia and you ...

The angled design 

solution creates an 

ideal walk through 

height throughout the 

space and in terms 

of relaxation you will 

feel more relaxed and 

more comfortable.

Basic parameters
width from 150 to 450 cm
height from 210 to 350 cm
length unlimited

max.

min.

Colour finish

Custom colour on request

Did you know that…

Modern straight lines and 

an angled design solution 

offers you a comfortable walk 

through height throughout 

the space and you can fully 

enjoy the comfort.
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Did you know that…

The dynamic shape of this 

enclosure will provide protection 

in severe weather and there will 

be nothing stopping you from 

sitting on the terrace.

SKYTRIUM

Rio
The Rio shape is an unmistakable, elegant model, which dynamically falls 

to the ground like a waterfall. Its appearance as a solid and, at the same 

time, noble construction is designed to withstand extreme conditions 

in the form of ice and snow. If you are looking for an especially resistant 

enclosure with variable door locations and a choice of several colour 

shades that is suitable for your house, hotel or mountain chalet, the Rio 

undoubtedly deserves your attention. Treat yourself and your guests to 

pleasant seating on the terrace, even when it‘s freezing cold outside!

Benefits

   A structure of reinforced aluminium profiles

   Wide range of structure finishes, adapted to the colour of the facade or 

house window frames

   Clear polycarbonate roofing with UV protection, offer of several colours

   Fixed front and back panels

   Possibility of placing a sliding door with no doorsill in the front panel 

of the enclosure according to the wishes and needs of the customer

   Walkable Air rails on the floor, possibility of embedding them in the floor

   

Basic parameters
width from 100 to 450 cm
height from 225 to 350cm
length unlimited

Colour finish

Custom colour on request

max.

min.
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Optional shades for SKYTRIUM 

sections on request.

Special supporting profiles.

25 mm twin wall polycarbonate 

on the roof

Sliding side walls

10 mm safety glass on the walls

Technical data Art A Art B Art C Art D

External width “B”  323 cm 323 cm 424 cm 424 cm

External length “E” 434 cm 635 cm 639 cm 841 cm

External height “V” 260 cm 260 cm 269 cm 269 cm

Package dimensions
455 x 70 x 85 cm +
350 x 105 x 145 cm

660 x 70 x 85 cm +
350 x 105 x 145 cm

670 x 70 x 85 cm +
450 x 105 x 145 cm

870 x 70 x 85 cm +
450 x 105 x 145 cm

Package weight 760 kg 910 kg 1080 kg 1295 kg

Assembly time ca 10 h/3 pers. ca 11 h/3 pers. ca 12 h/3 pers. ca 14 h/3 pers. 

   limited editions       ready for shipping       quick and simple installationALBIXON BOX main advantages          

/ SKYTRIUM

Art C, D Art A, B

Elegant colour design

DB703

Art A, B, C, D
Series

E
B

V

Optional shades for roofing 

sections on request. 

Rails with a water grip

Supporting L profiles 

4 mm twin wall polycarbonate 

on the roof

Sliding door in both panels

6 mm compact twin wall 

polycarbonate on the walls

Horizontal Air rails 

Technical data Mia 2 Mia 3 Mia 4

External width “B”  250 cm 300 cm 350 cm

External length “E” 457 cm 676 cm 894 cm

External height “V” 281 cm 290 cm 297 cm

Package dimensions 275 x 81 x 245 cm 350 x 81 x 245 cm 463 x 89 x 245 cm

Package weight 500 kg 680 kg 910 kg

Assembly time ca 6 h/3 pers. ca 8 h/3 pers. ca 10 h/3 pers. 

SKYTRIUM /

Mia 2Mia 3Mia 4

Elegant colour design

DB703

Mia 2, 3, 4
Series

E
B

V

   limited editions       ready for shipping       quick and simple installationALBIXON BOX main advantages         
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Possible enclosure sizes Mia+ (Glass)

Width „B“ from 151 to 450 cm

Height „V“ from 210 to 350 cm

Length „E“ unlimited

/ SKYTRIUM

Wide range of colours 

Custom colour on request

Optional shades for roofing 

sections on request.

Rails with a water grip

Supporting L profiles

4 mm compact polycarbonate on 

the roof

Safety glass or compact 6 mm 

polycarbonate on the side walls 

Optional side entrance 

Optional doors in both front and 

back panels

Horizontal Air rails

max.

min.

Mia+ / Mia+ Glass
Custom

E
B

V

4mm compact polycarbonate on 

the roof

Supporting L profiles

Rails with a water grip

Compact 6 mm polycarbonate 

on the side walls

Optional doors in both front and 

back panels

Optional side entrance

Horizontal Air rails

Possible enclosure sizes Rio

Width „B“ from 151 to 450 cm

Height „V“ from 225 to 350 cm

Length „E“ unlimited

SKYTRIUM /

Wide range of colours 

Custom colour on request

max.

min.

Rio
Custom

EB

V
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Technical details

Our success is built on the satisfaction

of our customers. As part of efforts to 

achieve the highest possible comfort 

for you we therefore constantly test 

SKYTRIUM, we are subjected to strict 

controls and judge them in terms of 

your needs. We also know that only a 

space where every detail functions will 

be functional 

as a whole.

/ SKYTRIUM
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Comfort at your fingertips

Shades

The joy of a new SKYTRIUM can lead to perfection if 

you add our high-quality shading system. This is made 

of special waterproof material which is both practical 

and elegant, but also protects you and your guests from 

the negative effects associated with UV radiation. If your 

SKYTRIUM is in addition sliding, the shading can replace 

a full awning. Any concerns that this shading system is 

difficult to control, you can quietly forget. In fact it has 

very comfortable controls which make it fun.

AIR rails

The AIR rail series can be easily embedded into the floor

and in combination with a unique solution of hidden 

anchor screws allows for comfortable walking along the 

rails. Another advantage of these newly developed rails is 

their ergonomic shape and also high resistance to minor 

unevenness of the sub-base. Easy cleaning and optimised 

water drainage are a matter of course in this type.

Comfortable design 

Each of us certainly like to be pampered, want to have 

everything under control and, above all, at your fingertips. 

We are aware of this, and therefore our SKYTRIUMS 

are only manufactured from premium materials of the 

highest quality. Controls are at waist level, of course there 

are locks and colourful key open / closed positions (green 

/ red). You can control everything intuitively. Controls 

have never been so easy.
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Signature:

Side entrance: 

Standard
Opening from right to left     Opening from left to right

Integrated In module no.

cut in                       cmwhole

.........RAL 1015colour

.........RAL 1015

Rails on ground (height 20 mm)

paintelox

CarboneBronze

DB 703 RAL 9016 RAL 1015 Silver elox 

Rails:
Rails on wall:

other:

RAL paint:

Struts in a di�erent RAL paint:

Reference (ex: F3-C-g-0)

Aluminium pro�les

D Double sliding

other:

With doorsill Without doorsill

C Sliding

Positioned

With doorsill Without doorsill

L S P

A
B ART front panel

Doors:
No door

F1
F2
F3

Front panel A:
Front panel designs:

Whole

Front panel sliding with vertical mini clapper (always PK 4 mm)

Front panel �xed with module 
Front panel with mini module

Part No front panel

Glass SAN6 mm

Glass SAN6 mm

Model: SKYTRIUM MIA 

mm mmd.A Extension Extension d.B

View from above
Modules run in both directions, mark the direction of the sliding door.

MMB č.
Wall

MMA no.

n°................ n°................ n°................ n°................ n°................

M
in

i m
od

ul
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 A

M
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B

Côtés

mm

L ext (External length)Module no. 1 is always the biggest

mm

ROOF
ROOF MODULES:

SIDES Glass

Pk 4 mm

SAN6 mm

ANTISCRATCH

ANTISCRATCH
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................. mm

................. mm

................. mm

................. mm

+ mm - door opens outwards
–  mm - door opens inwards

F1
F2
F3

A
B
C

D

(ex: F3-C-g-0)

L S P

Front panel B:

Double sliding

other:

With doorsill Without doorsill

Sliding

Positioned

With doorsill Without doorsill

ART front panel

Doors:
No door

Front panel designs:
Whole

Front panel sliding with vertical mini clapper (always PK 4 mm)

Front panel �xed with module 
Front panel with mini module

Part No front panel

Glass SAN6 mm

Glass SAN6 mm

Reference

Sample measuring form

The exact dimensions are always part of the schematic drawing

Measuring
The proper measuring of SKYTRIUM or wall mounted enclosures produces a quality result for the entire order. Therefore, request a 

Measuring form for SKYTRIUM and wall mounted enclosures which will make your work easier. We will be happy to train you how to 

work with this and to train your employees how to measure as well. 

Building preparations
The following is a sample preparation for building SKYTRIUM. 

For more detailed information, please request the documents 

for Building preparations for SKYTRIUM and Building prepara-

tions for wall mounted enclosures.

All dimensions are given in centimetres 

Gravel
(grade) 8-16 mm, height of the sub-base min. 10 cm 

Concrete base
(concrete strips, concrete slab)

Carried out with a concrete base:

∞  carried out of gravel backfill (see 1.1)

∞  width of the base (concrete strips): K3 = rail width  K + 21 cm 

(valid for AIR rails), K3 = rail width “K” + 12 cm (valid for XL rails)

∞  length of the base = length E + 10 cm  

∞  a min. concrete mix type C16/20 S2 (S3) must be used

∞  concrete strips min. thickness of 30 cm (we recommend 

 carrying out the strip to a non-freezing depth of 60 cm), 

 concrete slab min. thickness of 15-20 cm

∞  reinforced Kari meshing (100 x 100 x 6 mm) or wire 

 (O 6 mm) – locally reinforced at 1/3 of the height of the slab

∞  the base must be clean, smooth, horizontal (flatness 

under rails +/- 2 mm/2 m), dry and mature

Final surface
 ∞  must be firmly attached to the concrete base (foundation)

∞  paving is the most suitable variant of final surface - must 

 be firmly attached to the concrete base  (it must not be 

 loose sand or gravel)

∞  other suitable final surfaces are all solid materials designed 

for this purpose which are firmly attached to the concrete 

base

Base under wall mounted rail

Recommended final surface on the wall: 

∞  solid brick min. width 25 cm

∞  wall evenness tolerance of +/- 2 mm / 2 m the final 

surface must be perpendicular to the wall

∞  wall must currently be without protrusions, projections 

or an angular wall (for exam-ple, an apse)

Rail spacing (Air rails):

Double rails K = 7 cm K3 = 28 cm

Triple rails K = 14 cm K3 = 35 cm

Four rails  K = 21 cm K3 = 42 cm

Five rails K = 28 cm K3 = 49 cm

Six rails  K = 35 cm K3 = 56 cm

Seven rails K = 42 cm K3 = 63 cm

 

Height of the wall mounted rails:

Double rails  K4= 15 cm

Three rails  K4= 22 cm

Four rails   K4= 29 cm

Five rails    K4= 36 cm

Six rails  K4= 43 cm

Seven rails  K4= 50 cm

Detail B

Detail B

Detail A

Detail A

A Rail spacing of the smallest modules
B Rail spacing of the biggest modules
E Total length of enclosure area 
G Elevated lower edge of the front panel from the lower 

edge of the rail
R Extension of the rail at the enclosure area 
V Height of the biggest modules

K Axial distance between the inner and outer rails of one 
side of the rail (does not specify the actual maximum 
width of the rail)

K1 Inner spacing of the concrete strip
K2 Outer spacing of the concrete strip
K3 Width of the concrete strip

K4 Height of the wall mounted rail 

Key:
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Measuring and building 
preparations  
for SKYTRIUM and wall mounted enclosures

Top view
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The installation of ALBIXON lean on wall enclosures and SKYTRIUM is quite demanding in 

terms of precision. We do not recommend that you do this alone. You can hire qualified 

staff from ALBIXON or its certified partners. The following illustrative procedure shows the 

installation of SKYTRIUM; the installation of a lean on wall enclosure is virtually identical.

New terrace roofing!Installation of ground rails

Unloading the enclosure modules Module installation Fitting the module in the wall rail

Check of smooth module movement Modules installed in wall rails Installation of rail connecting pins

Original terrace, without any roofing Rails with installed connecting pins Installation of the final wall railPrecise measurement of the 

installation site

Installation of the final ground railMeasurement of front panel

installation site

Fully installed terrace roofing 

modules

Measurement of wall rail installation

site

Preparation for front/back panel

installation

Assembly of rail tracks Installation of front/back panelMeasurement of anchoring bolts

Installation of module stoppersInstallation of wall rails Roofing installation quality checkCheck of rail geometry

If you are interested in the detailed SKYTRIUM
assembly procedure, look at our video: 

http://youtu.be/-Nv1DbMKE3E 

Installation of SKYTRIUM
and lean on wall enclosures

1.

4.

7.

2.

5.

8.

3.

6.

9. 22.

19.

16.

13.

10.

23.

20.

17.

14.

11.

24.

21.

18.

15.

12.
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SKYTRIUM orientation

SKYTRIUM can be left- or right-sided. When looking at the house and SKYTRIUM, the big module is on the left for the

left-sided option and on the right for the right-sided option. The orientation of custom SKYTRIUM can be selected as

requested by the customer. Standard SKYTRIUMS Mia are always left-sided.

Side entrance

As the only manufacturer we offer a side entrance in any module for SKYTRIUMS. Its maximum width is half the length of the 

module in which the entrance is placed.

Entrances in front/back panels of enclosures

There are many options for entrances in front/back panels. We offer left-sided, right-sided or double-wing sliding doors. For 

standard SKYTRIUMS Mia the delivery includes a single-wing sliding door whose location and orientation can be selected by 

the customer during installation. We recommend a sliding front panel made of safety glass with a thickness of 10 mm for an 

unobstructed view. This variant is suitable in combination with panoramic design modules. For this panel option it is necessary 

to increase the minimum enclosure height by up to 25 cm - we recommend consultations.

Embedded rails

Air rails, used for movable SKYTRIUM, can of course be embedded in the floor. Building preparation is the same as in pool 

enclosures.

Movable and fixed parts of SKYTRIUM

As a standard, SKYTRIUM is made with a fixed mini-module and a fixed smallest module; other modules are sliding. In

this design we also supply standard Mia SKYTRIUMS. Upon request, it is possible to produce SKYTRIUM with 2 fixed mini-modules, 

where the biggest and the smallest modules are fixed and only the modules between them are sliding.

Panoramic module design

In the custom option of SKYTRIUM Mia Glass with side panels of 

safety glass we recommend a panoramic design. In this case the 

side walls of the modules is made of a compact panel to ensure 

uninterrupted view. We are also offering SKYTRIUM Mia Glass with 

two supporting profiles. This is possible only in modules length up 

to 207 cm and up to 300 cm of width B.

SKYTRIUM technical options
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SKYTRIUM shading

SKYTRIUM shading

As SKYTRIUM works on the greenhouse effect, it is a good idea to shade it in the summer months so that the internal 

temperature is always pleasant. We use internal shading in the roofing of SKYTRIUM. We leave the side walls free because these 

warm the SKYTRIUM in spring, autumn and winter when the sun is low on the horizon.

Technical limitations of shading in SKYTRIUM Mia

∞  the shading is anchored at a wall fixed (stationary) part 

 of the SKYTRIUM – mini-module, fixed module

∞  the maximum length which shades one shading area 

 is 600 cm

SKYTRIUM shading with one wide shading 
area

∞ only for SKYTRIUM with a length of E = 600 cm

∞ this is the  shading solution for SKYTRIUM Mia 2

SKYTRIUM shading in two independent 
shading areas 

∞  one narrow area is shaded under the small fixed module

∞  the second wider area shades between the small module 

 and the module on the opposite side of SKYTRIUM

∞  only for SKYTRIUM, where the length of the mini-module 

 + the length of the movable module is less than  600 cm

∞  this is the  shading solution for SKYTRIUM Mia 3

Shading only the small fixed 
SKYTRIUM 

∞  in the case when you cannot use option 1 or 2

∞  only one narrow area is shaded under the small 

 module 

∞ this is the  shading solution for SKYTRIUM Mia 4 

SKYTRIUM Mia shading

SKYTRIUM Mia shading is solved by one or two independent 

shading areas. These are controlled by mechanical rods 

with hooks. Thanks to this shading it is possible to take 

full advantage of the features of the sliding SKYTRIUM. If 

the movable shaded SKYTRIUM modules are open, sitting 

underneath is the same as under any awning. The shading 

material is of course weather resistant. It is not absorbent, 

so there is no problem if it gets wet.

SKYTRIUM Art shading

SKYTRIUM Art shading is solved by one (in the case of Art A) 

or two independent shading areas (Art B, C, D). The shading 

is controlled by a mechanical cable which is anchored into 

the wall of the house. It is possible to choose the place 

on the wall where you want to place the cable - we 

recommend placing it near the door to the house so that it 

is always within reach.

max. 600 cm

max. 600 cm

vice než 600 cm

3 possibilities how to shade SKYTRIUM Mia
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Innovation called 
ALBIXON BOX

    safe transport

    user friendly handling

    energy savings

    responsible approach to the environment

    optimizing the use of all resources

We think environmentally

To continually bring the best and the latest products we develop them 

using the latest technology platforms. However, at the same time, we 

always make sure that we carry out the production process with maximum 

respect for the environment. As part of our production we undertake 

measures that prevent pollution from hazardous substances and we 

always make sure the products we use are disposed of safely.

We are among the world leaders in the area 

of development and production. However, 

we  also try to be the best to other disciplines 

too - for example, in the manner of packaging 

and protection of our products including series 

made enclosures. Therefore, we have invented 

a unique way to transport the product 

using the minimum size and the maximum 

protection. This is the reason why the 

enclosures are supplied disassembled 

and boxes are always prepared according 

to their height.

/ ALBIXON BOX
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   Our products are internationally recognized for their 

quality which is confirmed by a number of professional 

certificates.

   We have been working on our manufacturing 

processes and service portfolio for more than 

25 years and have been successful in maintaining 

this above average in the long term.

   We strive to continually improve the quality of service and 

customer approach; we are also working hard 

on expanding certification for safety aspects.

   Our goal is based on the creation of appropriate conditions 

for the safe performance of work to protect the health of 

our employees.

   We consistently take care to maintain a high level of 

environmental protection. During construction and 

assembly activities we proceed in order to minimize the 

impact on the enviroment and not to endanger the well 

being or physical safety of local residents 

and other parties involved.

   We place great emphasis on precision and perfect design 

in the production of each of the tens of thousands of 

our products and strive for them to achieve the highest 

possible quality. As for the superior quality of our products, 

it is better to speak of the successful results of tests in 

specialized laboratories, certificates obtained, and last but 

not least, the satisfaction of you - the customers.

We bring you 
guaranteed quality

/ Quality quarantee
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Taking into account possible developments and improvements in products, packaging and processes,
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